A "column-batch" method for separating MB and LD1 in a single fraction.
In this "column-batch" method for separating the MB and BB isoenzymes of creatine kinase and the LD1 isoenzyme of lactate dehydrogenase, one can, alternatively, separate MB from BB or obtain a combined fraction containing MB, BB, and LD1. The principal advantage is that the resulting fractions are twofold as concentrated as was the applied sample. Thus, activity can be measured by conventional automated methods, with no need for the modifications to compensate for diluted fractions that are required by other ion-exchange methods. Another advantage is the total absence of interference by the MM isoenzyme. A strong anion exchanger (AG-MP1, Bio-Rad) is used in the acetate form at pH 6.3. There is no retention of MM; retained MB, BB, and LD1 are eluted with a solution of magnesium acetate. Results are compared with those obtained for subunit B and LD1 by immunoinhibition. Results with patients are considered consistent with myocardial infarction if MB exceeds 20 U/L and 3% of the total CK and LD1 exceeds 130 U/L or 28% of the total LD activity.